A TRIBUTE TO WHAT ONCE WAS

STOCK APPAREL

SS 16
Let’s celebrate efficiency, firm handshakes and flawless cosmetic dentistry. Let’s honor hilarious vegetables and seniors smiling at their laptop. Let’s all hail the stock images from an era when stock images were looking very much like… stock images. Finding these images used to require hours on stock photo agency websites. It’s time to leave both images and the obsolete workflow behind.

Now, find every image you will ever need without ever leaving your Creative Cloud app. There are actually 50 million hidden under that little magnifying glass. Including a few salads, should you ever feel the need to garnish your work with them.

Laughing woman eating healthy vegetable salad.
International business team working around laptop.

Man at desk frustrated with technology.
Smiling seniors using laptop.
Mature business man with boxing gloves fighting co-worker.

Happy office workers pointing to blank sign.
Happy senior couple piggybacking at the beach.
Smiling woman drawing red graph.

Call-center woman wearing headset.
Want to order more free items? Sign up to Adobe Stock now and you will get the first 50 images for free. And also, a unique chance to order from the Stock Apparel SS 16 collection. Use the contact information above or follow the link below.

www.adobe.com/go/adobestockapparel

Firm handshake between business associates.

#AdobeStock
Request your Adobe Stock trial, get the first 50 images for free and learn how the integrated workflow may increase your team’s efficiency by up to 10X. Opt in by using the contacts found in the other brochure or by visiting:

adobe.com/go/stockreinvented